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	Learn iOS 8 App Development, 9781484202098 (1484202090), Apress, 2014

	Learn iOS 8 App Development is both a rapid tutorial and a useful reference. You'll quickly get up to speed with Swift (Apple's powerful new programming language), Cocoa Touch, and the iOS 8 SDK. It's an all-in-one getting started guide to building useful apps. You'll learn best practices that ensure your code will be efficient and perform well, earning positive reviews on the iTunes App Store, and driving better search results and more revenue.

	

	The iOS 8 SDK offers powerful new features, and this book is the fastest path to mastering them--and the rest of the iOS SDK --for programmers with some experience who are new to iPhone and iPad app development. Many books introduce the iOS SDK, but few explain how to develop apps optimally and soundly. This book teaches both core Swift language concepts and how to exploit design patterns and logic with the iOS SDK, based on Swift and the Cocoa Touch framework.

	

	Why spend months or years discovering the best ways to design and code iPhone and iPad apps when this book will show you how to do things the right way from the start?

	
		Get an accelerated introduction to the Swift programming language.
	
		Develop your first app using Xcode's advanced interface design tools.
	
		Learn Xcode workflows as you walk through the process of developing real iOS apps.
	
		Dive into the completed projects or develop your apps from scratch with step-by-step code.



	Learn how to create apps for any model of iPhone, the iPod Touch, the iPad, or build universal apps that run on all of them. After reading this book, you'll be creating professional quality apps, ready to upload to the app store, making you the prestige and the money you seek!

	

	What you'll learn

	
		Develop simple to moderately complex iOS apps.
	
		Add sound and iPod music playback, the camera, and photos to your app.
	
		Connect your app to the world through Internet services, social networking, and cloud synchronization.
	
		Plug into the latest mobile technologies: maps, GPS, accelerometer, gyroscope, and compass.
	
		Polish your apps with elegant animation and effortless navigation.
	
		Explore new iOS 8 features, like Sprite Kit and extensions.
	
		Improve your app's quality with core design patterns and best programming practices.



	Who this book is for

	

	This book requires no prior iPhone or iOS app coding experience, but some comfort with programming in C or C-like language (Objective-C, C++, C#, Java) is assumed.
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ASP.NET 2.0 MVP HacksWrox Press, 2006
As Microsoft MVPs, this team of authors has witnessed first-hand the innumerable problems and challenges that even the most experienced developers regularly encounter. This project survival guide offers little-known solutions, undocumented features, tips, and tricks—otherwise known as hacks—that you can use to build and deliver...

		

Problem Solving and Program Design in C (7th Edition)Pearson Education, 2012

	Problem Solving and Program Design in C  is one of the best-selling introductory programming textbooks using the C programming language. It embraces a balanced approach to program development and an introduction to ANSI C. The book provides a gradual introduction to pointers and covers programming with...


		

Absolute BSD: The Ultimate Guide to FreeBSDNo Starch Press, 2002
    Welcome to Absolute BSD! This book is a one-stop shop for new UNIX administrators who want to build, configure, and manage dedicated FreeBSD servers. It will also be useful for those folks who want to run FreeBSD on their desktop or combined desktop/server systems.
    By the time you finish this book, you...




	

ARM System-on-Chip ArchitectureAddison Wesley, 2000
information appliances - phones, PDAs, laptops and other devices. The ARM is at  the heart of this trend, leading the way in system-on-chip (SoC) development and  becoming the processor core of choice for many embedded applications.
System-on-chip technology is changing the way we use computers, but it also    sets designers the very...


		

Pediatric CNS Tumors (Pediatric Oncology)Springer, 2009
Pediatric brain tumors are a tremendous challenge for the treating physician. Their diverse biological behaviors, in the unique context of the developing nervous system, require fl exible and tailored treatment plans. In the last 20 years, there has been an exponential increase in our understanding of the molecular and genetic basis of human...


		

Synthetic Messenger RNA and Cell Metabolism Modulation: Methods and ProtocolsHumana Press, 2013

	Synthetic mRNA is an attractive tool for mammalian cell reprogramming that  can be used in basic research, as well as in clinical applications. Present mRNA in vitro synthesis is a rather simple procedure, which delivers a high yield of quality product. Various modifications may be introduced into the mRNA by changing  the sequence...
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